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The Marvel Heroes of Reading line of early readers is designed to offer reluctant readers,

specifically boys, books that they will want to read by featuring characters they love. The series is

broken into three levels that invoke the rigorous training courses their favorite Marvel heroes must

engage in to perfect their super powers. In reading this series, boys will prefect their own power to

read. This is Iron Man introduces readers ages 4-6 to the world of Marvel's most popular billionaire

Super-Hero, Tony Stark, otherwise known as the invincible Iron Man!
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I purchased this book for my 4 year old grandson he is into superhero so I thought this would be the

perfect book to start him reading. As you would imagine the story is not much but it is easy for him

to read. I chooses it because of the use of the use of sight words which help the young reader to

start to recognize words which gives them confidence to continue to read. What i also like the series

is rated for the level of the reader so that as the reader improves they are able to go to the next

level. There are many books in all subject matter but I recommend to purchase something that

interests the child it helps if the subject matter is something they like it makes it easier to get them to



sit and read with you.We started on the reading at 4 years old with my grandson but I would even try

these books withs someone who is as old as 3 the younger a child learns the basic of reading it

helps with getting ready for kindergarten

I have several of these books in physical form and my son loves them. However, this is a complete

joke on a kindle and they should not even be allowed to sell. Pages are only half displayed, words

cutoff, etc... If the publisher can't be bothered to actually read their books in kindle format before

selling to the public, then we probably shouldn't encourage them from buying them either......I know

I won't be.

I bought this book for a 5 year old obsessed with Iron Man, and for him, this doesn't disappoint. The

writing is streamline and sparse, while the story line is intended as a basic introduction to the Iron

Man character. My son is able to make out some of the words and his enthusiasm for the Avengers

characters gives him the extra incentive to try harder and figure out the rest. I wouldn't recommend

this for someone 7 and over. The concepts would be too simplistic. For younger readers, it is much

more approachable.As an aside, this book is regularly read on the Kindle Fire HDX and I have never

had formatting issues.

The length of story is fine for my four year old although she is fine with longer stories as well.

However, the layout of every book I have purchased for the kindle app on my iPad from this

publisher is a complete mess. For example, in this book, the first page says "This is Tony.", but all

you see is the chest piece from his armor.I have purchased another iron man book, a captain

America book, and at least one avengers book and they all have the same problem with the layout.

It's as though no one could be bothered to redo the layout for digital format. It's truly a shame

because my daughter loves her super heroes but we don't read these books very often because

mor often than not, the words on page have nothing to do with the picture. Hopefully, this will get

dealt with and books formatted properly for digital medium will be available for redownloading.M

Awesome!

Pictures out of line on kindle version. Good story as I introduce my son to super heroes, but not

having the pictures kills the comic feel.



I find that the whole line of "World of Reading" books have done an amazing job in helping my 4

year old to develop his reading skills. As he is a huge fan of super heroes, it made it easy to get him

to sit down with me and learn to read. They have colorful pictures and exciting stories that keep him

wanting to turn the page. I highly recommend this book and other books in the series.

I homeschool my 9 year old that has ASD. He struggles with reading so having him WANT to read is

next to impossible. This book is well written and encourages my son to read. He ASKS to read this

book. I will definitely be purchasing more!
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